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Improve the Guest Experience Through Better 
Data Management

What is the key to providing a  
superior guest experience?
HOPE NEIMAN: It is impera-
tive that digital ordering and 
engagement solutions for 
multi-unit restaurants deliver 
a consistent experience for 
every customer, every time, 
regardless of channel or de-
vice. Capturing the right data 

points and being able to make sense of them is 
key to better understand their customer base, 
improve the quality of guest touch points, and 
ultimately provide a frictionless guest experi-
ence that makes them want to come back over 
and again. 

How is digital ordering evolving? 
NEIMAN: Not too long ago, the conversation 
we were having with restaurant chains was 
about adding online ordering. Now it is about 
getting digital ordering right. It’s about having 
the right tools in place and being able to 
measure effectiveness. Digital can deliver on a 
number of things, so it is important to priori-
tize and track against your desired outcomes, 
whether it be customer retention, increasing 
share of wallet or improving AOV. 

For guests, it is key that the ordering 
experience is seamless and easy to use. Cus-
tomers should be able to retain past orders on 
a brand’s app or website and reorder with ease. 
For operators, this helps drive better returns 
and increases repeat orders. With the right 
digital solution, you should have the ability to 
optimize the UI/UX flow, with features such 
as adding custom upsells and cross-sells to an 
order, which drives incremental sales. 

How important is having an online ordering system that 
is integrated into the POS? 
NEIMAN: For most restaurant operators, the 
POS is the foundation of restaurant opera-
tions. Having an integrated solution improves 
order accuracy, which is one of several critical 
components of a successful online ordering 
program. We have seen (and in fact support) 
several non-integrated ordering solutions, 
but great back-end tools are required to make 
them successful.  One challenge with  

non-integrated solutions is that they seem to 
give permission for different digital solutions 
within the same brand — such as loyalty and 
ordering – to not “speak to each other” and 
operate in silos. Having an integrated solution 
— even when not POS integrated — helps brands 
move towards a singular customer record, 
which is key in creating a positive customer 
experience and improving efficiency.  Also, you 
cannot have good analytics without good data, 
so there is tremendous value in having a fully 
integrated solution. Data is the key to influence 
customer behavior and increase profits. 

What kind of data should be captured? 
NEIMAN: It is imperative the brand collects 
all of the data points, including transactional 
and customer data. But sometimes the sheer 
amount of data paralyzes the brand and begs 
the question, “Where do we start?” Make sure 
to work with a digital ordering partner that has 
deep data science and analytics expertise that 
can help make sense of data. Identify, prioritize 
and use key performance indicators (KPI) for 
the business, ensure proper tagging, establish 
a baseline, and look toward improving action-
able outcomes.

How important is messaging in driving digital orders?  
NEIMAN: Effective messaging drives engage-
ment and average check size. Brands should 
do A/B testing with messaging to ensure 
they are using the most persuasive language. 
Persistent testing also helps drive the guest 
behaviors that restaurants most want to 
achieve. This can range from changing the 
call to action in a message, or changing the 
order on the menu, putting the most import-
ant item second or third, or the most expen-
sive item first.  

It is important to note that what works 
in-store won’t always work in a digital setting 
and vice versa. Take advantage of being able 
to personalize the digital ordering experience, 
which isn’t possible in-store. With digital op-
erators have access to customer order history 
and preferences, allowing restaurants to show 
an image or send a message that will inspire 
diners to engage and transact, ultimately lead-
ing to higher conversions.  
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